Dog’s Name: MILLY MOO Approx. Age 1.5 yrs    Sex: FEMALE    Breed: BARACK HOUND

Assessor: Clare Keenan       Dates Assessed: from 23rd September 2021  to: Ongoing 


Detailed Assessment

The assessment should be completed before the dog enters adoption and be as detailed as possible. Anything not assessed, please mark N/A. This is not an assessment of the foster or their abilities but should be an honest assessment of the dog in various situations. It will be used for the information of an adopter and to identify any behaviours that may require specific attention or training. Your assistance in this is greatly appreciated by Paws2Freedom and will go a long way in ensuring your temporary charge will find his/her forever home. Thank you.
  

GENERAL BEHAVIOUR

How does dog behave in the home?
hides,   happy,   stressed (can’t cope),   stressed (can cope),   overactive,   depressed
Detail behaviour: Milly is content in the home, she settles well in her crate (without door), she is also happy to lie independently around different areas in the house. She is also autonomously beginning to wander into the front garden (contained). She is happy to explore and sniff around, and this is getting better daily. She is more familiar with household noises and chores and will happily walk past or lie on her bed with the hoover on. She is not worried by the brush or mop. She can be easily over stimulated in the house if you over excite her, for example, when you arrive back in the house if you make a fuss she will bound around and jump wildly. If you wait for her to sit and greet her calmly and lovingly she will lie down wagging her tail and be calm. 
Behaviour in new environment?
curious,   fearful,   overexcited,   stressed,   can cope,   can’t cope    
Detail behaviour: Initially Milly was very anxious with her new surroundings, this was displayed with pacing, restlessness. As she has settled, she doesn’t pace, however she has formed a good bond with the female carer in the house, and still will mostly get off her bed when she/carer moves or goes to do something, although this is getting less, so there are times when she is happy to stay relaxed on her bed when female carer walking around. 
She is definitely not stressed when everything is familiar, when someone new enters the house she displays some worry, but with reassurance she is happy to welcome new people. 
When she is familiar with surroundings she will push boundaries, in the field, she is beginning to jump over walls into neighbouring field.
Does the dog exhibit any abnormal or out of context behaviour?
spinning,   pacing,   bouncing off the walls,   tail chasing,   abnormal licking,   excessive self-grooming,   constant barking,   inappropriate barking,   excessive sleeping,   fixation on toys/water/shadows, displacements,   appeasements,   mounting,   redirection.    
Describe behaviour: Milly does not display abnormal behaviour, she is extraordinarily curious. For example, initially she would stop at a stone on the lane or field, and bow down looking worried, when she is made familiar with the object she is happy, she will then sniff and nose the object – she has quickly transposed these concerns to other objects such as sticks, birds and moving things in the hedges. This means, whilst her worries are reducing she is becoming more curious and looking and smelling in hedges and burrows. Whilst this appears excessive this is normal as she has only been here for 4 weeks.
There can be some hyper-excited moments but this is not abnormal.

How does the dog react to being left alone at home?
Cannot be left,   vocal,   chewing,   toileting, distressed, OR

good up to 1 hours,
good 1 – 2 hours,
good 1 – 4 hours  
Give details: We have built up leaving Milly to enable the next person to promote her independence, she is happy to be left for up to 4 hours. However, she has only ever been left following lengthy exercise, breakfast and toileted. Not left on an evening.
She is happy to wander between the kitchen and the garden whilst I work outside or inside, if Milly can’t be with me she will sit patiently at the gate or in her crate or within eye shot for up to an hour. 
Milly began chewing some objects (paper, shoes) in her first week of being here, that behaviour was discouraged – and I suspect this was only worry as she has not continued with chewing. 

HANDLING BY PEOPLE – How does the dog react when…..

Collar and/or lead attached or removed
happy,   fearful,   avoidant,   aggressive


Describe behaviour: Milly is playful and as soon as you reach for her collar to either clip her or place the harness over her head she is wagging her tale excitedly. Her playfulness can make it challenging to get her harness on as she is super excited to go out, but, this is getting easier with time. She realises now the sooner it is on the quicker she goes out! All people, male and female can handle Milly equally in the house, she is happy to be led by her collar (if you are holding at the front door for example). That said, she was reluctant for the males in the house to put her harness on initially, this is now not a problem. Milly builds trust, she doesn’t instantly trust everyone. This is only displayed as nervousness NOT aggression. 
Grooming with brush or comb
happy,   fearful,   avoidant,   aggressive


Describe behaviour: Milly is happy to be groomed, she has also had ear drops placed in her ears. Again, she is curious and playful so is turning her head to lick you. She can be encouraged to be still with calm and patience. 
We have built up to washing Milly’s paws after each walk in the fields and towel drying – she is very happy for this to be done. Initially reluctant, but aware that this signals she has finished on the lead, and can either be free in the garden or food time. 
I have had to bathe Milly once, stood in a big bucket/bath outside and warm water used, she was fine to be lifted in and out. She loves being towel dried. 
Restraint. Holding collar or restrained from moving with lead
happy,   fearful,   avoidant,   aggressive


Describe behaviour: I have had no aggression issues with any lead work or moving and handling Milly. In my opinion, the more hands on you are with Milly the more she likes it – she is very affectionate. 
Being picked up or cuddled
happy,   fearful,   avoidant,   aggressive


Describe behaviour: I haven’t picked her up, only to lift front into the bath then her back legs. I also don’t cuddle her in an oppressive way, on her terms, she usually defaults to lying on her back wagging her tail profusely. If you are sat on the floor with her, she will sit on your lap and nuzzle you, again, very affectionate. 
Strange / New people
instantly friendly,   
friendly but pushy or rude,   
friendly if food/treats used,   
friendly if toys used,   
friendly once out on a walk, 
friendly after a number of meetings.

aggressive or fearful on first sight,   
aggressive or fearful if approached,
aggressive or fearful if person tried to interest dog,
aggressive or fearful to all, 
aggressive or fearful to some.
Give details of aggressive or fearful behaviour only: When Milly meets new people she is instantly wary, she will bark but her tail is wagging. The person (4 visitors to the house over the last 4 weeks (separate visits)) will usually greet Milly on her terms, and wait for her to come over, she will sniff and then allow them to stroke her. When we have met people in the fields etc she is more relaxed  and will go over to be stroked. 

Her behaviour is not aggressive, but moderately defensive of her area.

INTERACTION WITH DOGS

Family dog (if applicable)
indoors and garden only,
can walk on lead with family dog
 
Give details of aggressive or fearful behaviour only: 
N/A


Other dogs
Becomes aggressive / fearful on sight,
does not want to mix with, or avoids, other dogs, 
will walk with others on lead only,
refuses to mix with others,
prefers large / small dogs only
Give details of aggressive or fearful behaviour only:
Have had one friend visit with her dog, they walked side by side on leads happily, both curious but not overly fussed. They were both off their leads in our field, initially Milly tried to play jump the smaller dog, this dog barked and Milly quickly learnt not to jump. Milly was submissive and playful – they both played chase for a while, yet were happy to be independent of each other in the field. 


FOOD, TREATS, TOYS

Food
eats normally, 
does not eat well,
becomes overexcited when sees bowl,
guards food / will guard empty bowl
Give details: It was a couple of days of trial and error. Whilst she is eager to eat her food and looks for food, she is actually quite fussy. She now eats, biscuits and meat for breakfast and dinner, with an occasional egg at lunchtime. She loves raw eggs, but not cooked particularly.
She likes some treats, others she is not fussed about.
She doesn’t eat all foods, she will decline bread etc.
She now sits and waits patiently for her food, and although she has a slow feeder bowl which has slowed her down, putting water in with her biscuits and meat has also slowed her down. I would say she is now not so eager for food and is perhaps a little slower than before. She never guards her food bowl, and is happy for anyone in the house to walk past and pick up when empty to wash. Although I have stroked her head when eating, I don’t overly fuss around her when she is eating. 
Treats/chews
shows no interest,
carries but does not chew,
attempts to bury/hide,
chews calmly,
chews frantically or chokes
Give details: She has quite a sensitive stomach, she loves pigs ears, however will have very smelly farts afterwards, it can also make her stools a bit looser than normal the next day.
 
She loves rawhide chews….BUT…she is very sick following them, do not give them to her, it upsets her stomach majorly. 

She loves raw bones…BUT….do not give to her, it gives her horrendous blood stained diarrhoea. She does not guard these, however I only give her these outside in the garden so as not to create any issues with guarding. 

She has a pigs ear every couple of days in the afternoon. 
Treats, I keep as biscuits or fresh chicken, sausages etc make her stools loose, they are too rich. 

High value treats used for recall – Sprats (dried)

She likes Dentistix, not daily just used now and again in the afternoon. 

She is very polite when you give her treats or food, she will sit and take gently, she is not overly eager, and will not devour it.
She loves to chew/eat carrots 
Although she appears to very much focussed on food, if you are giving her nibbles of your plate (when we are finished) she will turn her nose up at most foods, potatoes/veg/bread/biscuits –

Likes chicken/skin and this does not offend her tummy. 
Likes cooked cabbage!!

Toys
ignores,
sniffs but won’t touch,
fetches,
guards,
plays
Give details: Have tried a variety of toys, she is not interested unless it is a peanut butter and biscuits filled Kong!
She will not fetch, she does not guard the kong either, however on night 3, she was in her crate and when our 15 year old son walked past she emitted a low growl. She hasn’t done this since, and I suspect she was very anxious. We made sure the next time she had a kong our son walked past and had a treat with him and gave this to her, she has displayed nothing apart for that isolated incident. 

Hates squeaky toys


CHILDREN (if applicable)

Behaviour
ignores,   friendly,   fearful,   aggressive 
Describe behaviour: initially wary, I have only introduced her to older children 15 plus, in my opinion I don’t think she would tolerate younger children around her, she likes slow calm movements. 
Ages
0-1   1-2   2-4   4-6   6-8   8-11   11-14  14-16
Describe behaviour if it differs between age groups:
Don’t know. 

CAR TRAVEL

Reaction to car
gets in without hesitation,
hesitant but gets in with luring,
refuses to get in 
Describe behaviour: Gets in without hesitation – I do not have a crate in the car, it is an estate with a dog guard and bed, so is comfortable…..in fact when we walk past the car to walk from the house she jumps and whines to get in! 
Behaviour in the car
travels well,
barks and/or whines
salivates

Describe behaviour: travels well and loves to go to different places to sniff. I have not left her for anytime in the car, she has only ever been in the car for 10 minutes max – all good.

TRAINING

Obedience
knows basic commands,
clearly has no previous training,
shows appeasement behaviour,
shows displacement behaviour,

Describe behaviours: I am fairly confident she knew SIT before she got here, as she is good at sitting with a firm clear sit, although she does also SIT on hand command. 
There was little evidence of any other training. 

She can now
WAIT – this is good at give ways, picking up poo and generally making her listen to you when she becomes a bit pully on the lead. 

HERE – this was getting good, and now she is more confident is decreasing. 

She displays appeasement behaviour, although I didn’t know this is what it was until I have just researched it!

I have discouraged some of it, which was pawing my feet and mouthing my toes, pulling socks for attention. I definitely discourage all of that including jumping up to greet. 

When she lies down or bows, that is when I greet her or respond to Milly. 

Displacement behaviour – no, although she can elect not to listen if she doesn’t want to come back.  
Exercise level
low,    medium,    moderate,    high
HIGH – she requires a lot of exercise, and movement. She is walked on a lead usually twice a day, 2-3 miles. One of these will be a run/jog. 

All day, she has the run of the garden and kitchen, on days I am in the fields she is with me running around. I also purposely take her for an energetic run in the field – play chase- at lunchtime. She settles much better at night following a day of energy expenditure. 


MEDICAL TREATMENT WHILST IN FOSTER

Treatments
Has the dog had any medical treatment at the vets whilst in your care?

Please list all ailments or injury, treatments with dates and any medication prescribed:
NONE – only ear drops as advised by Susan, she is fit and well. 

Is any treatment still ongoing?
Please give details: N/A

Any other comments you think may be useful to an adopter:

As the details above highlight, I have not tried Milly with younger children, but given her behaviour, I would suggest she is suited to a family with older children only, preferably with a large contained garden. Whilst I try and not keep her routine too formal and rigid (for the sake of adopters) she definitely loves to get up in the morning, go straight out for a wee, sit and wait for her morning walk which is usually about 45-60 minutes after us getting up. She loves her morning run, back for breakfast and then a mooch in the garden, although she is also happy to be energetic in the field. 
Run out at lunchtime, she loves playing chase, although we keep trying balls and sticks these do not interest her. We try hiding treats and finding – she is just grasping this….she enjoys looking for members of the family in the field. 

Walk around 4ish then back for dinner, and again time in the garden.

She does like playing with other dogs, there have been no signs of aggression, however if it gets too energetic she is happy to tell them, she is not so placid she can’t defend herself.

The only thing she will not do independently yet is go out for a last wee of the day on her own. I do have to stand with Milly in the garden, but not a big issue….. I just know she doesn’t like going out (perhaps it’s the dark).

She is a quick learner, but also strong willed and energetic. 


